The classes of anthraquinone derivatives, containing OC6H4С(СН 3 ) 3 and NC 5 H 10 groups have been investigated. Quantum-chemical calculations with the help of semiempirical method PM3 and absorption spectra in the visible and UV-areas have been carried out. With the use of single factor regression and correlation analysis, the linear correlations between the vertical ionization potentials and the integral strength of the oscillator have been ascertained. This fact indicates strong electron correlation between the highest and the low electron levels of molecules. The errors for the ionization potentials have been calculated.
Introduction
The urgency of the research in the sphere of anthraquinone and its derivatives chemistry is defined not only by the problems of synthetic organic chemistry, that is creating of new reactions, developing of new methods of synthesis, specific synthesis of new organic compounds, which have the defined physical, chemical and biological characteristics, which are important for practical use, but by the problems of theoretical organic chemistry as well (Bien, Stawitz, & Wunderlich, 2005) . From the theoretical point of view the investigation of anthraquinone and its derivatives chemistry is important for understanding of the laws of chemical reactions in the course of which donor-acceptor complexes are formed.
The aim of the research is the ascertainment of the compounds of the integral oscillator strength (IOS, m) with the ionization potentials (IP, eV) among the anthraquinone containing derivatives 1-(4-tert-butylphenoxy) group OC 6 H 4 С(СН 3 ).
Methods of Calculating
In the basis of the investigated compounds there is oxidized forms, which is the derivative 9,10-anthraquinone. For the realization of the task assigned we conducted quantum-chemistru calculations. As a rule, for organic molecules the assessment of vertical IP in the frame of Koopman's theory in approximation of hartree -Fock orbital. The values of IP were defined with the help of Koopman's theory, according to which the values of IP are not calculated directly, but represent energy taken with the opposite sign (eigenvalue) of the molecular orbital (MO) with the number of the upper occupied molecular orbital (UOMO) (Clark, 1990) . In the capacity of electron-exchange characteristics in the investigated bonds estimate, semiempirical method of computer quantum-chemical calculation РМ3 with the full optimization of the geometry of molecules was applied. Donor characteristics of the molecules were defined by the energy characteristics of the upper occupied molecular orbital (UOMO), with the energy value of which the vertical potential of ionization was calculated. The integral strength of the oscillator was calculated from the spectra of aromatic and heterocyclic compounds absorption. The electron spectra of absorption were defined in ethyl alcohol in ultraviolet and visible areas and were presented in the coordinates lgε ÷ λ (nm), where λ (nm) is the wavelength, lgε is the logarithm of molar absorption indicator (the logarithm of the extinction coefficient) (Clark, 1990) . Firstly, for a series of simple molecules the correlated dependence among ISO, the ionization energy and the affinity with the electron (Coptug, 1978; Dolomatov & Mukaeva, 1995) :
were obtained, where α, eV и β, eV/nm are constants, Θ is the integral strength of the oscillator, nm.
In our research the integral strength of the oscillator represents experimentally defined area under the absorption line. Let us define more precisely the notion of the logarithmic ISO. Electron absorption spectra were detected in ultraviolet and visible areas in the coordinates lgε ÷ λ (nm), where λ (nm) is the wavelength, lgε is the logarithm of the molecular absorption indicator (the logarithm of the extinction coefficient) (Eleshevich, 2001) . As it is known, for the simplification of calculations lgε is often used in ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy because it allows with the equal accuracy to render the form of spectral stripes, which are different in intensity in several values (Burshtein & Shorygin, 1989) . Because of the fact that the logarithm is the dimensionless quantity, the converted dimension quantity was turned into dimensionless before finding the logarithm. In our investigations the integral strength of the oscillator represents experimentally defined area under the absorption line. Apparently ISO, calculated according to the logarithmic Formula (2) characterizes the scale of the quantum system of the quantum continuum which interacts with radiation. The processing of the results was realized according to the algorithm of single factor regression and correlation analysis. As in the general case the exact analytical dependence of IP from ISO is not known, it is reasonable to orient to the construction of the correlation model, which takes into account the peculiarities of carrying out laboratory experiments, that is to use the correlation for the search of linear correlations among the characteristics. The criterion of assessing of the calculations accuracy was the average quadratic error (AQE) of measurement, which was calculated according to Gauss formula.
Numeric differences in the ionization potentials, calculated with the help of the method РМ3 and according to the trendline, was defined with the help the statistic of Fisher's (F-test) according to the formula: 
Results Review
In the research under consideration we investigated the class of representatives of anthraquinone derivatives with the substituents OC 6 H 4 С(СН 3 ) 3 (Table 1 ) and constructed the correlation dependencies of IP from ISO (Figure 1 ), as well as calculated the calculation errors.
Explanations of the Table: PI, eV -the potentials of ionization calculated by method PM 3; PI*, eV -the potentials of ionization calculated on a line of a trend; δ, эВ -absolute error; Δ, % -ratio error Vol. 5, No. 2; 2013 It indicates, that the differences, which take place in the calculations of IP are insignificant and the trendline describes well the dependence of IP from ISO.
F is the ratio of two variances. The F-test statistic (rounded to two decimal places) is F=1, 39. For F(16, 16 ) and a probability of 0,05, the F statistic is 2,33. The points on the diagram form the area which is alike a straight line. It indicates the existence of close positive correlation among the variables under consideration. The scatter plot below shows a linear regression line superimposed on it. It also displays the value of R 2 and the equation of the line. Regression Equation y=-0.0011x+9.8727. Observe that the y-intercept value is 9.8727 and the value of the slope is -0.0011. R 2 demonstrates the degree of the trend approximation to the actual values of the dynamical series. As the figure shows, these IP and ISO have close to linear dependence. The value of approximation reliability equals to 0,89. This indicates good coincidence of the calculation line with the data. On the assumption of all the above said we can make a conclusion that this linear dependence is quite applicable for defining of ISO with the help of IP and vice-versa. We should mention that the pattern of observance does not fit in with the known dependence of IP on ISO. Apparently, it is connected with the entropic effects because of great number of substituents in these molecules.
